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Abstract — We propose a genuine 3D texture synthesis algorithm based on a probabilistic 2D Markov Random Field 

conceptualization, capable of capturing the visual characteristics of a texture into a unique statistical texture model. We intend to 

reproduce, in the volumetric texture, the interactions between pixels learned in an input 2D image. The learning is done by non-

parametric Parzen-windowing. Optimization is handled voxel by voxel by a relaxation algorithm, aiming at maximizing the likelihood 

of each voxel in terms of its local conditional probability function. Variants are proposed regarding the relaxation algorithm and the 

heuristic strategies used for the simultaneous handling of the orthogonal slices containing the voxel. The procedures are materialized 

on various textures through a comparative study and a sensitivity analysis, highlighting the variants strengths and weaknesses. Finally, 

the probabilistic model is compared objectively with a non-parametric neighborhood-search based algorithm. 

 

Index Terms — volumetric texture, non-parametric synthesis, multiresolution, Markov Random Field, conditional probability, 

iterated conditional modes, stochastic relaxation 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

he effectiveness of image synthesis techniques to model and reproduce natural textures (wood, rock, sand, fabric etc.) does 

not have to be anymore demonstrated. The field of texture synthesis has been particularly dynamic, with notable applications 

in image extrapolation, editing, compression or mapping but has also been extended to other areas such as video completion, 

merging and animations, or description of the geometry of a surface. Despite the numerous successful 2D texture synthesis 

studies, in terms of quality and efficiency, the solid texture synthesis receives relatively less attention. The scarcity of related 

papers is attributed to the much higher complexity involved in solid texture synthesis. 3D textures are mainly used for texturing 

volumetric objects trying to increase the realism of 3D scenarios, but they can also be observed in 3D vision when exploring 

material structure, seismic data or medical images. Unlike 2D image samples, capturable with any camera, 3D images are more 

delicate to obtain. In material science and engineering, exploring a material 3D structure is essential to understand and predict its 

physical properties and behavior. There are different 3D imaging techniques (ultrasound imaging, tomography, magnetic 

resonance imaging, coherent diffraction imaging) allowing to obtain 3D views of a material at different resolutions, but their use 

is not always appropriate due to the high costs they involve and for various technical reasons (e.g. sample preparation, high 

resolution intricacy). 3D image synthesis may appear as an interesting alternative in such cases. Specific techniques are to be 

considered, using at least one 2D image of the material as input. 3D image data can be obtained from one 2D image by 

constraining the targeted solid block to match the 2D sample characteristics. 

 In the following, we focus on 3D texture synthesis from a 2D sample. After a review of related techniques, we propose a 

genuine non-parametric algorithm for the synthesis of textures considered as Markov Random Fields, based on the patch 

likelihood maximization in the sense of the local conditional probability function. We show and discuss synthesis results while 

carrying out a comparison with a reference algorithm. Finally, some conclusions and prospects are provided.  

II. RELATED SOLID TEXTURE SYNTHESIS APPROACHES 

Full 3D (i.e. 3D input, 3D output) texture synthesis versions can be easily derived for most of existing 2D approaches, 

provided that a 3D sample is available as an exemplar. On the contrary, the synthesis of volumetric textures based on a 2D 

sample is more awkward, distinguishing three main directions for creating volumetric textures, as follows. 

A. Procedural approaches 

These are the first 3D synthesis techniques ever attempted, reproducing realistic textures by perturbing noise functions to 

create pseudo-random patterns [2-4]. These can produce solid textures containing patterns of marble, sand, clouds, fire or water. 

Another efficient solid synthesis algorithm simulating the growth of a material from a single 2D grow-able texture pattern was 

presented in [5]. Texture evolution is based on texture growing and turbulence. However it is quite difficult to analytically 
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describe texture appearance by procedural methods leading to algorithms hard to control and optimize. 

B. Internal solid texturing from 2D cross sections  

 It consists in synthesizing the internal structure of a 3D model from 2D snapshots of a few cross-sections of a real object 

instead of sampling directly from a complete 3D volumetric representation [6,7]. While in [6] the user is asked to provide a 

direction to orient textures inside the volume, [7] calls for the user to place the cross sections onto the 3D model and performs 

the cross-sections synthesis by morphing. Their 3D interactivity is very appealing even for a non-expert user, but these methods 

show discrepancy among cross-sections, high computational cost and morphing limitations. They work well with isotropic, 

layered and oriented textures, but fail on textures containing discontinuous elements. Similar work was accomplished in [8] by 

filling a solid object with overlapping solid textures, by extending a 2D patch-pasting approach [9]. 

C. Exemplar-based texture synthesis methods 

These are the most frequently employed aiming to fill up a volume with the patterns seen in the exemplar, by inventing 3D 

information from 2D input data, as discussed in [1]. The first parametric method involved multi-scale statistical feature matching 

operations, to reproduce the global statistics of the 2D exemplar in the volume. 3D textures are successfully generated by 

matching the histogram of the volumetric data with that of the input sample at different resolutions [10]. 

Work in this direction was extended following the idea that an image can be relevantly decomposed using a bank of spatial 

filters, into a set of sub-bands, each sub-band revealing information about the presence of primitives of specific orientation and 

scale in the exemplar [11,12]. The statistical modeling of these sub-bands was extended to the 2
nd

 order using spatial 

autocorrelations. These methods work well on homogenous and stochastic textures, but the quality of the synthetic results 

deteriorates in general for structured textures. 

Other attempts are made in order to match the spectral characteristics of the 2D exemplar [13,14]. Based on a Fourier 

spectrum analysis of the model, a basis and a noise function are obtained and then a procedural algorithm is used to get the 3D 

texture as in [2]. Later work combined spectrum analysis with histogram matching and used orthogonal 2D views in order to 

synthesize anisotropic solid textures [15]. Despite the limited range of handled textures whose appearance is well captured by 

global parameters, it is able to generate structural solid textures such as wood and marble. 

To overcome the restricted applicability of the synthesis methods, non-parametric approaches were later proposed [16-19]. 

These are essentially based upon the assumption that textures are Markov Random Fields. The solid texture is generated 

systematically one voxel/patch at a time maintaining the coherence of the local texture with its vicinity. The global schema 

consists in copying pixels from the exemplar into the output texture, making sure that the output voxel 2D neighborhoods – taken 

on up to three orthogonal 2D slices containing the output voxel – are similar to the neighborhoods of selected input pixels [16]. 
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Improvements were brought in [17] that combined global texture optimization [19] with color histogram matching as in [10]. To 

upgrade even more the quality of the results, [18] proposed to integrate into the texture optimization process two new kinds of 

matching histograms (position and index histograms). An objective comparison of these fixed-neighborhood search based 

algorithms is carried out in [20] in the case of specific laminar textures. The algorithms occasionally fail to reproduce the 

structure or tend to synthesize textures with verbatim repetitions. The non-parametric pixel by pixel synthesis methods find 

applications even in modeling real human body systems (e.g. for creating realistic 3D organic tissues [21]). 

To take into account long term dependences observed in real textures while preserving a reasonable computational 

complexity, most authors propose multi-scale implementation schemes accelerated with efficient searching algorithms (tree 

structured vector quantization [22], k-coherence tree [23], discrete solver [24]) or dimensionality reduction [25].  

In [26], a mathematical framework is proposed for generating solid textures by sampling the Grey Level Aura Matrices of the 

input samples in multiple view directions. It characterizes the co-occurrence probability distributions of grey levels at all possible 

displacement configurations. The results are impressive, but for handling with colors, color channels must be uncorrelated; while 

in most textures the channels are strongly correlated [17] and independently synthesizing the uncorrelated channels leads to 

visual artifacts.  

 Solutions based on stereological techniques were attempted by modeling the shape and the spatial distribution of the particles 

observed on 2D images of binding materials [27,28].  To synthesize solid textures of particles, a first proposition was to operate 

in the spatial domain in three steps: detect and extract the particles structures from the exemplar, model the extracted shapes 

using generalized cylinders and distribute the 3D reconstructed shapes inside a volume [27]. [29] addressed the challenges of 

creating solid representations of aggregate materials; it accurately estimated the 3D particle distribution from a 2D image using 

particle shape models.  

A technique that enables 2D synthesis of textures visually indistinguishable from their models is the non-parametric Markov 

Random Field (NP-MRF) texture modeling method [30]. This method mathematically captures the visual characteristics of a 

texture into a unique statistical texture model [31] that describes the interactions between pixels values, based on the conditioned 

neighborhood concept. The relevance of the model is validated by synthesizing 2D textures. Each output pixel is given the most 

probable value, considering only the neighboring pixels. This model is capable of synthesizing complex 2D textures ranging 

from the stochastic to the well-structured ones. However, this approach, though efficient and theoretically legitimate, was 

initially proposed in 2D and has never been extended in 3D. 

In this paper, we propose a genuine 2D/3D synthesis method, doing explicitly what the methods based on strict neighborhood 

search [16-18] tried to accomplish indirectly, i.e. finding for each voxel the best value with regard to its neighborhood. Our 

approach extends in 3D the MRF-modeling concept first proposed in 2D in [30]. We stick to the idea of having the input/output 
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configurations identically distributed, in terms of the local conditional probability density function. The texture is generated 

voxel by voxel by maximizing a heuristic function of the voxel likelihoods expressed in several orthogonal 2D sections. 

In the following we deal with some required MRF theory used to describe the non-parametric synthesis process. Then we 

present our novel 3D operating method and its several variants. An experimental study is carried out allowing a visual evaluation 

of the method and its objective quantitative comparison with a state of the art non-parametric approach [17]. After a short 

discussion about 2D/3D inference, some conclusions and prospects are finally given. 

III. NP-MRF TEXTURE MODEL  

A.  MRF Model: concept and theory 

 MRFs have been studied extensively for solving various image analysis problems [30-36], like image restoration and 

segmentation, edge detection, texture analysis and synthesis. The MRF principle can be seen as a sites-and-labels concept - the 

solution to a problem is a set of labels assigned to a set of sites. A label is an event that may happen to a site and the labeling 

operation is to assign a label to each site.  Translating this into MRF image modeling, one retrieves that an image of size � × ℎ 

corresponds to a lattice (i.e. set of sites) � = {�1, �2 … ��×ℎ}, so that each pixel in the image is a site � on the related lattice and its 

value �� belongs to the label set Λ = {0,1 … � − 1}, with � being the number of possible values. The labeling, also called a 

configuration, relates to the image itself, being seen as a mapping function from � to Λ: 

 �: � → Λ,     �(�) = � (1) 

 To develop the MRF theory, the spatial dependencies between sites (image pixels) have to be defined. This is done by 

choosing the neighborhood system, i.e. the set of all neighborhoods  �� = (�, �) ∈ �, the neighborhood of a site s being the set of 

neighboring sites [30,33]. 

 The main property of a MRF can be stated as follows. The random variable �� describing the intensity value at any site � can 

take any value �� ∈ �, but the probability that �� = �� depends only on the values at neighbouring sites � [32,33]:  

 ℒ(s) = P(Xs = xs|Xr = xr, r ≠ s) = P(xs|xr, r ∈ Ns) (2) 

This conditional probability (i.e. markovianity condition) is termed as local conditional probability density function (LCPDF). 

MRFs can be specified in terms of their conditional probabilities and, inversely, MRFs can be of help in deducing the joint 

probability distribution from the associated local conditional probabilities. The joint distribution defines the probability for a 

particular labeling realization. A valid joint distribution is in fact uniquely defined by its LCPDF, by applying the “Markov - 

Gibbs equivalence theorem” [33] or the “Hammersley - Clifford theorem” [34], establishing the equivalence between the local 

property (markovianity) and the global property (Gibbs distribution of a Gibbs Random Field). 
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B. Local Conditional Probability Density Function 

 The NP-MRF model estimates the LCPDF from a multi-dimensional histogram of the neighborhood over a homogeneous (i.e. 

stationary) textured image [30]. Each histogram dimension represents a site from the neighborhood system considered in (2), the 

model’s statistical order being the number of dimensions [30]. A common non-parametric estimator, that spreads each sample 

data into a smooth multi-dimensional histogram over a larger area, is the Parzen-window density estimator [37]. It associates 

each point in the histogram with a multi-dimensional density. 

 Let �� = ������,�� , � ∈ ��� be a column vector of size d, containing the pixel value �� and all the values within ��, from the 

input sample Y. A given configuration in the output texture X, on which the Parzen-window estimator is to be applied, is referred 

to as  ��� = ���[��, �� , � ∈ ��]. The NP-MRF model gets to be uniquely defined by the non-parametric estimation ℒ̂(�) of the 

LCPDF ℒ(�) [30]: 

 ℒ̂(s) = P�(xs|xr, r ∈ Ns) =  
f̂�zxs=Col�xs,xr,r∈Ns��∑ f̂�zλs=Col�λs,xr,r∈Ns��λs∈Λ  (3) 

where f̂ is the Parzen window estimated frequency: 

 f̂(�) =
1�∙ℎ�∑ � �1ℎ �� − �����∈��,��⊂��  (4) 

n is the number of possible neighborhoods �� in Y, i.e. the number of sites � ∈ �� for which �� ⊂ ��.  The shape of the 

smoothing is defined by the kernel function �, chosen to be the standard multi-dimensional Gaussian density function:  

  K(z) =
1

(2π)d 2⁄ exp �− 12 zT ∙ z� (5) 

where ( )� indicates the matrix transpose. 

 The size of � is modified by the window parameter h in (4). [37] provides an optimal value for h, assuring that the estimation 

is close to the true density function: 

 hopt = σ � 4n(d+2)
�1 (d+4)⁄

 (6) 

where �2 is the marginal variance of the sample texture. 

 Exploiting the LCPDF estimator in (4), a value �� of a pixel at site s depends only on the values �� at sites neighboring s: 

 ℒ̂(s) =
∑ exp�− 12h2�zxs−zp�T�zxs−zp��p∈Sy,Np⊂Sy∑ ∑ exp�− 12h2�zλs−zp�T�zλs−zp��p∈Sy,Np⊂Syλs∈Λ  (7) 

C. Texture synthesis via relaxation 

 Texture synthesis from an MRF model is based upon a relaxation algorithm [33] guided by the LCPDF. More often used and 

fairly more known are the stochastic relaxation algorithms like the Metropolis algorithm [38] and the Gibbs sampler [33]. A 

deterministic relaxation was introduced in [31], called Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM), suggesting that it returns the mode of 
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the LCPDF. The synthesis starts with an image and iteratively updates the pixels with respect to the LCPDF, obtaining a 

sequence of images {�(0), �(1), … , �(�)} in order to reach the joint distribution of �(�) [30].  

D. Multi-scale implementation 

 The multi-scale implementation aims both at capturing the textural patterns at different scales (i.e. the local interactions 

between pixel values) and at speeding up the relaxation process. It helps the relaxation algorithm converge to an image closer to 

the global maximum of the joint distribution [39]. Having an image at a local maximum of the LCPDF is in general enough to 

obtain a satisfactory synthetic texture. 

 The multi-scale grid representation is employed as in [31]. It consists in obtaining the higher grid levels l>0, from the image at 

level l=0 by using pixel decimation. High frequency texture details are important at high resolutions, while lower resolutions 

synthesis behaves better on low frequency features. The relaxation starts at the highest level l=L and continues from one level to 

another until l=0; once a level l was synthesized (i.e. relaxed or reached a maximum), to pass to the next level l+1, all the pixels 

from the smaller level l are copied in their corresponding positions at the higher level l+1 and then the synthesis carries on at the 

upgraded level. 

E. Pixel confidence 

 The original 2D synthesis process [30] based on ICM relaxation incorporates a pixel temperature function to serve as a degree 

of confidence relative to the pixel value. The pixel confidence is associated with the probability that a value �� represents the 

correct pixel value for the site s. Each pixel is given a certain temperature �� between 0 and 1, where 0 means complete 

confidence. The synthesis starts at a high global temperature (i.e. no confidence) and the process is considered to be finished 

when equilibrium is reached – temperature 0 for all pixels. Full pixel confidence happens when �� is sampled from an LCPDF at 

equilibrium, or when the LCPDF is completely conditioned by its neighboring pixel values. Once a pixel is relaxed, its 

temperature ��  is updated by relying only on the temperature of the neighboring pixels �� , ����: 
 ts = max�0, �ξ + ∑ trr∈Ns � |Ns|⁄  �, ξ < 0 (8)  � is used to control the rate of the cooling schedule, that is the rate at which a pixel is cooled based on its neighbors temperatures. 

At high temperatures the synthesized textures are not spatially correlated, but as the temperatures decrease, the correlations 

induced by the LCPDF become stronger and the cooling rate should be slowed down to capture correctly the image 

characteristics (i.e. spatial correlations). In the ICM based MRF model, the pixel temperature function is used to condition the 

LCPDF: if  �� = 0 the LCPDF should be strong, while for  �� = 1 it should be weaker. To ensure this, the pixel confidence is 

integrated in the form of ���� − ��� in (7):  

 �zxs − zp� = Col�xs − yp, (xr − yr) ∙ (1 − tr), r ∈ Ns� (9) 
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This cooling process suggests that the relaxation algorithm is a kind of annealing schedule [33]. However, it is important to note 

that the temperature function is used in [30] as a way to manage multi-resolution and that this relaxation algorithm is definitely 

deterministic, not stochastic. 

IV. 3D EXTENSION OF THE NP-MRF SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM 

A. 2D-3D generic algorithm 

 Our 3D texture synthesis algorithm (illustrated in Figure 1) is an extension of the NP-MRF algorithm. It requires only a 2D 

texture sample as an input, even if variants could be easily derived with 2 or 3 input samples. The targeted output volume is 

filled up with white noise. Both are decomposed at different scales and defined as lattice systems. Two versions of the algorithm 

are provided. The first one is based on deterministic ICM relaxation as in [30], while the second is based on stochastic relaxation 

[33].  

 With ICM relaxation, every 3D site, i.e. every voxel, is given a temperature of 1. The synthesis starts at the highest grid level 

and proceeds by randomly choosing sites from the lattice. If the temperature of a site is positive, the value of that site is 

questioned. The decision is made by finding the value, within the available configuration, that maximizes the LCPDF of that site. 

After a site is treated, its temperature is updated. If the temperature reaches 0, the corresponding pixel is considered to have a 

correct value and LCPDF estimation is no longer computed. Once the lattice is fully scanned, the global temperature (i.e. sum of 

all temperatures) is computed, the scan ending when the global temperature becomes 0.  

 For the stochastic relaxation, the algorithm is a simulated annealing [33]. It requires a single temperature value  ��� used to 

determine the number of random draws within a scale. A new randomly selected value is accepted as update value for a site s if 

its LCPDF is higher than the LCPDF associated to the former value ��. If not, this new value could also be accepted with a 

certain probability, related to the LCPDF ratio and to the overall temperature ���. After each random draw, the temperature is 

decreased so that as the relaxation advances new changes are less accepted.  
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Figure 1 – Algorithm: volumetric texture synthesis using NP-MRF model. 

B. Scale handling 

The decomposition of the texture from a low scale to a higher scale is done by simple decimation as in [30]. The contrary top-

down operation is systematically done after each synthesized scale by copying each high scale pixel value into one or eight lower 

scale pixels (1/8 or 8/8 up-sampling). 1/8 up-sampling is used for ICM relaxation to guarantee multi-resolution coherence while 

allowing some randomness in the initialization since the seven other pixels are initialized at random. As stochastic relaxation 

allows randomization by nature, 8/8 up-sampling is sufficient when using simulated annealing. 

In the case of the deterministic relaxation based on the pixel confidence function, the temperatures of the high scale voxels can 

be copied to the next lower scale only after the high scale is synthesized. This means that the high scale voxels have full 

confidence (�� = 0) and they are propagated onto the next lower scale keeping the same temperature. These voxels are thus used 

as fixed voxels. This allows a faster synthesis, but not necessary a better one. An erroneous voxel can propagate from an 

intermediary level to the target texture. We prefer to use the pixels from a higher scale to initialize the next lower scale, but to 

reconsider them during synthesis [40]. The value of a voxel from a previous level is changeable but its temperature remains 

fixed, giving it a full confidence for its neighbors. This pair pixel re-synthesizing phase increases slightly the computational cost 

but provides noise-free results.  

C. Why isn’t a full-3D process relevant? 

The difficulties encountered at this point put forward the question on how to infer 3D information when only 2D information 

is available. The issue is to find a good strategy capable of working out the LCPDF of a site on the 3D grid by means of 

information available on the sample’s 2D lattice. The ideal solution would be to figure out the full-3D LCPDF associated to a 
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site s in 3D, and subsequently to retrieve its associated value ��∗ so that the LCPDF would be completely conditional on its full-

3D neighborhood ��3�: 

 λs∗ = arg max {ℒ3D(λs)} = arg max�P�(λs|xr, r ∈ Ns3D)� (10) 

However, since only 2D information is available for learning, it is not possible to estimate the conditional probability of such 

3D configurations to assess the interactions inside 3D neighborhoods. This observation led us to propose heuristic approaches (in 

Figure 3) to overcome the problem. 

D. Heuristic approaches 

Our extension infers the output block by treating it in a multi-2D way, as an arrangement of manifold 2D sheets. It implies a 

multi-2D/2D synthesis that comes down to splitting the 3D neighborhood into orthogonal 2D neighborhoods. The outcome is in 

reducing the unknown full-3D LCPDF estimation to a compound of computable 2D estimations. 

 

Figure 2 – Breaking a 3D neighborhood ��3� into three 2D neighborhoods 

related to the orthogonal views: front ���, right ��� and top ���. 
Figure 2 shows the breaking of a 3D lattice neighborhood ��3� into three orthogonal 2D neighborhoods (front ���, right ��� 

and top neighborhood ��� related to the central site) as suggested in [16-18]: 

  Ns=(i,j,k)
3D = NF s=(i,j) ∪ NR s=(j,k) ∪ NT s=(i,k) (11) 

This kind of conceptualization shows the need for heuristics to attain for voxel �� the maximum likelihood (ML) value ��.  
1) Heuristic 1: ML_H1 

According to the 3D neighborhood breaking scheme one can find a suitable voxel value �� at site s, as a combination of the 

most probable values found separately for each of its orthogonal views, as a 2D/2D search problem. The result contains several 

solutions and LCPDFs, one pair for each view - ������� ,��������, �����ℎ�,�����ℎ�� and �����,������, retrieved through separate 

maximum searches: 

 �����∗ = ���������������������� , � ∈ �����_���,  ����� ∈ � (12) 

It reminds of the nearest neighbor search based algorithms, where the voxel update value is computed as a combination of the 

solutions of each orthogonal view [16-18]. Similarly, the chosen update value can be found by combining the values proposed by 

each orthogonal view using as strategy: 

- the one with the lowest related LCPDF, tagged as  ML_H1a; 
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- the average, tagged as ML_H1b. 

2) Heuristic 2: ML_H2 

In order to avoid performing several maximum searches and dealing with several solutions for each orthogonal view, a second 

heuristic is proposed. It uses a function f of the 2D estimations associated to the orthogonal views, for instance: 

 f�ℒfront,ℒright,ℒtop� = min�ℒfront,ℒright,ℒtop� (13) 

 f�ℒfront,ℒright,ℒtop� = product�ℒfront,ℒright,ℒtop� (14) 

that when maximized, allows to find the update value ��∗  : λs∗ = argmax �f �ℒfront(λs),ℒright(λs),ℒtop(λs)�� , λs ∈ Λ 

with ℒfront(λs) = P�front(λs|xr, r ∈ NFs), ℒright(λs) = P�right(λs|xr, r ∈ NRs), 

 ℒtop(λs) = P�top(λs|xr, r ∈ NTs)  (15) 

 These heuristics are tagged as follows:
 

- ML_H2a for the expression in (13) that maximizes the smallest of the likelihoods in order to maximize them all, 

- ML_H2b for an f defined as in (14) to maximize the product, searching for a compromise for all the three views. 

 

Figure 3 – Principle of heuristic: ML_H1 (on left) and ML_H2 (on right). 

V. SYNTHESIS RESULTS 

This section deals with putting in practice the maximum-likelihood based non-parametric synthesis algorithm presented in 

section IV. The proposed heuristics are applied to the volumetric texture synthesis starting from a single 2D texture. The goal is 

to analyze the algorithm’s capacity to synthesize different types of grey-level and color textures, to show the potential of these 

methods in various domains. The synthesized result should resemble the source texture, preserving the dynamics and the 

structure. 

In terms of synthesis quality, a critical point consists in taking into account the size of the texture patterns in determining the 

number of scales and the neighborhood size. Other more specific factors are for the ICM based algorithm the temperature 
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decreasing scheme, the synthesis ending criteria and the up-sampling procedure. For the stochastic relaxation, the number of 

draws plays a key role both in computational cost and in texture quality. By testing these factors influence, one can identify the 

relevant strategy to obtain good quality synthetic results. 

Care is taken to ensure that the extrapolation of the texture in 3D makes sense in terms of anisotropy. The existence of a real 

3D structure, giving rise to a 2D section similar to the example, has to be possible. The algorithms have to be parameterized so 

that the synthesis of such 3D structures is possible. A discussion over the number of views of the solid output block, to be 

constrained by the input sample, is dealt with in a 2D/3D inference dedicated section. Firstly, some results are shown using the 

parameters for which eye-friendly results are obtained, and next the influence of these parameters is analyzed on the synthetic 

solid textures. 

A. Comparing the heuristics 

To show the proposed algorithms capacity to synthesize various textures, the first results are obtained on a generic framework 

that experimentally proved to produce satisfying results: a neighborhood system composed of a full-square neighborhood of size 

7×7, computed on 3 scales, synthesizing the voxels in a random way, 8/8 up-sampling strategy, re-synthesizing the pixels 

inherited from a higher scale while using the ICM relaxation. To assure good quality results in a reasonable time, the pixels 

temperatures are decreased by a step � = −3 in (8) and the relaxation is stopped after reaching a 95% decrease of the global 

temperature. 

Figure 4 shows some volumetric results obtained by using the proposed heuristics. The input grey-level images are of size 642 
pixels and the synthesized blocks - 643 voxels. The second row (Figure 4a1-c1) presents the solid textures obtained with the 

ML_H1a heuristic. This heuristic performs well, but not strong enough to capture the interactions between pixels (as shown in 

Figure 4c1), a possible solution being to increase the neighborhood size. Using the ML_H1b heuristic (Figure 4a2-c2), 

undesired artifacts are seen on almost all the results. But the averaging operation is not the winning strategy: the voxels are faced 

with grey-levels that do not exist in the 2D sample, disrupting the image-based synthesis process and producing broken textures. 

For the last two rows of Figure 4, the update voxel value is the value that maximizes a function of the orthogonal views 2D 

estimations. ML_H2a heuristic yields promising results in terms of structure conservation, but undesired artifacts still come into 

sight (visible on 4a3 and 4c3). The LCPDF estimation is not able to capture the pixels correlations under the employed 

framework, unsuitable for characterizing all the orthogonal views. The ML_H2b heuristics (last row in Figure 4) runs better, 

being able to capture the visual characteristics of the input texture by maximizing the product function of each view’s LCPDF. 

This product based heuristic is stronger (in terms of capturing pixel interactions) than all the others, even at a relative small 

neighborhood size. Using this heuristic as a decisional measure for the output voxel value, the synthesis provides more than 

satisfying results. The synthetic solid textures (Figure 4a4-c4) are smooth, almost artifact–free (except some small structure 
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defects), looking very similar to the sample textures giving the impression that they were produced by the same process. 

The above remarks justify the choice of using ML_H2b for the next operations as being the most convincing heuristic, 

representative for the maximum-likelihood based approach. 

B. Temperature decreasing schema 

The pixel temperature function influences the duration of the ICM relaxation process, controlling the cooling rate. The process 

starts at high temperatures, and is iteratively relaxed with the decreasing of the temperature. Two aspects drew our attention – the 

 

Figure 4 – ICM based volumetric results: each column shows from top to bottom the results obtained by synthesizing the 1st row texture, using ML_H1a 

heuristic (the 2nd row), using ML_H1b heuristic (the 3rd row), using ML_H2a heuristic (the 4th row) and ML_H2b heuristic (the 5th row). 

     

Figure 5 – Results of different ICM temperature decreasing strategies: from left to right, the first two results obtained by accomplishing 100% of the 

relaxation process but by decreasing the pixel temperature with �=-1 and �=-3, while the 3rd block is obtained with a �=-3 by stopping the synthesis process 

after reaching 95% from the initial global temperature. 
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speed of the temperature dropping-off and the relaxation duration. The pace of the cooling schedule is determined by the 

parameter � as described in (8). A small value assures a good convergence but implies long relaxation sequences, while a higher 

value allows a faster process but not necessarily with satisfying results, incapable of capturing the spatial correlations. To get 

satisfactory results in a reasonable time, a compromise has to be made regarding the rate of the cooling schedule and the stopping 

criterion. Figure 5 shows that reducing the number of iterations by using �=-3 and stopping at 95% of the initial global 

temperature can still produce satisfactory results. The impact of � is reflected in a more accelerated decrease of the global 

temperature. A more important � (a smaller value) allows reaching a same global temperature level in fewer iterations. Stopping 

the synthesis process at 95% from the initial global temperature, the number of iterations is reduced even more (roughly from 18 

to 6).  

C. Common parameters influence 

The synthesis process is sensitive to the neighborhood system. The neighborhood size has to be large enough to capture the 

spatial interactions between neighbors. With the increase of the neighborhood, better are the results but higher will be the 

computational time. To capture better the textural patterns, multi-resolution is used, the number of scales being questioned. The 

above parameters influence is discussed in [40], mentioning here only the corroborated effect of the up-sampling strategy with 

the neighborhood size (treated in Figure 6). The 8/8 up-sampling does not assure a required degree of diversity, reproducing the 

values from the lowest resolution level. If the lowest resolution is inappropriate (i.e. structure misplaced, uniform values) the 

ICM guided synthesis process propagates errors through all the scales. To assure disparities while passing between scales, a 1/8 

up-sampling pays attention to the information from the previous scale and also to a certain randomness induced by initialization. 

D. The choice of the relaxation algorithm 

 The results obtained with the deterministic relaxation and with the stochastic algorithm are roughly similar in terms of texture 

quality. But the ICM based synthesis implies a more intricate analysis over the pixel confidence function and the scales handling. 

Additionally, the deterministic relaxation based process is computationally expensive performing LCPDF estimations for every 

level available in the input image. The input textures should have their dynamics reduced to assure a reasonable computational 

 

Figure 7 – Volumetric results obtained with different relaxation algorithms over the ML_H2b heuristic: each example contains in the middle the 2D sample 

texture, on the left the result obtained using the deterministic relaxation algorithm and on the right, the result corresponding to the simulated annealing based 

synthesis process. 
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time. Moreover, to show some drawbacks of the deterministic algorithm relative to the stochastic relaxation, some synthetic 

results obtained from sample textures reduced to 32 grey-levels are compared in Figure 7. The ICM based synthesis process 

reduces significantly the texture dynamics maintaining only the most present (i.e. the most probable) grey-levels of the 2D 

sample, making simpler the 3D texture. On the other hand, the stochastic relaxation allows by its nature a greater diversity 

preserving better the texture structure during the synthesis process, if a sufficient number of random draws is realized.  

E. Color texture synthesis  

 All the above considerations are valid for the color texture case, the proposed algorithms being able to synthesize color 

textures. Indeed, the color extension is straightforward since it comes down to enlarging the feature space in which the LCPDF 

non parametric estimation is performed, taking 3 dimensions instead of 1 to represent each voxel. Unlike [26], the color channels 

(i.e. red, green, blue) are treated together so that undesired artifacts caused by channels handling are eliminated. The color 

texture adapted algorithm is applicable both with the deterministic and the stochastic relaxation algorithm. When using the 

deterministic algorithm, the LCPDF estimations for all the available input color texture values are prohibitive, the computational 

time being already high for the grey texture case. Indeed, for a 64
2
 pixel input color texture, the set of possible colors is almost as 

big as the number of pixels i.e. 64
2
 distinct values, unlike the grey level case when there are less than 256 grey-levels. The 

solution adopted here is to use the stochastic relaxation assuring that a sufficient high number of random draws is achieved 

 

Figure 6 – The mutual influence of the neighborhood size and the up-sampling strategy on synthesizing the 2D sample in (a): (b) is obtained using a 9×9 

neighborhood and an 8/8 up-sampling, (c) is obtained by using a 9×9 neighborhood size but with an 1/8 up-sampling and the result in (d) is obtained with a 

11×11 neighborhood corroborated with 1/8 up-sampling strategy; above each block are represented two 2D cuts from the 3D block. 

 

Figure 8 – Volumetric color results obtained with the stochastic relaxation based algorithm and the ML_H2b heuristic decision. 
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within a reasonable time complexity. The results in Figure 8 illustrate the capacity of our simulated annealing based algorithm to 

synthesize volumetric color textures, also showing the blocks inner structure (2
nd

 row in Figure 8). 

VI. FIXED-NEIGHBORHOOD SEARCH VS. LIKELIHOOD MAXIMIZATION 

 This section aims to be a qualitative and a quantitative comparison of the results obtained with the neighborhood-search 

based synthesis approaches and with the maximum-likelihood based methods. To ease the comparative study only two foremost 

approaches are used. These are the ML_H2b method based on simulated annealing (motivated by the previous sections) and the 

fixed-neighborhood search based approach proposed by Kopf et al. [17] (as it was proved in [20] and [40] to provide equivalent 

or better results compared to [16] and [18]) tagged as NP_K approach.  

Some synthesis results are shown in Figure 9, placing jointly the NP_K and the ML_H2b volumetric textures obtained from 

both grey-level and color textures.  

For the textures shown in Figure 9a-c the results based on the ML_H2b heuristic seem to be better than the ones obtained with 

the NP_K approach, mostly in terms of structure preservation. The texture 9c shows the NP_K’s difficulties in sustaining the 

structure. A known characteristic of the neighborhood search based algorithms is that they are sub-optimal, leading to synthesis 

results that suffer from repetitive patterns and from more ordered features than the sample [18,20]. This phenomenon is proved 

by the NP_K result in 9a,b, but attenuated when using the maximum likelihood based approach.  

The solid textures in 9a-g obtained with our proposed heuristic and the stochastic relaxation are of satisfying quality, both in 

structure and dynamics preservation relative to the input samples. For many results, as in 9d-g, the NP_K and ML_H2b 

approaches perform quite similarly, hardly differentiating from each other, still being pleasing results. 

Figure 9h,i illustrates NP_K results that are better than the one obtained with ML_H2b, even if the dynamics seem to be well 

conserved. In this case, our proposed heuristic is not strong enough to capture the structure of the sample texture. The 

neighborhood-search based synthesis approach reproduces in the volume the sample pattern.  
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Lastly, in 9j-l the results are bad for both of the approaches, incapable of capturing the sample structure in the synthetic result, 

while in 9l both methods seem to provide a synthetic texture more regular than the sample.  

 The above concurrent process based on our human perception shows that the algorithms provide satisfying results, seeming 

that the 3D results and the sample textures have been created by the same underlying process. However, beyond the traditional 

subjective evaluation of the synthesized textures, an objective analysis is required. We propose a quantitative benchmark which 

consists in comparing the input and output texture characteristics following the quantitative valuation methodology described in 

[20]. We are focusing on evaluating the results by taking into consideration 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order statistics and the patterns 

morphology, in particular the local orientations. The graphs in Figure 10 summarize our objective evaluation on a set of fifteen 

textures, the quantitative indicators generally confirming our subjective remarks. For instance, the comparison of the results 

dynamics for the grey-level sample textures (textures c,f,g,n,o in Figure 10) shows that the NP_K approach alters the dynamics 

because of the average operation it involves [17], while the ML_H2b method updates the output voxels directly with input 

pixels. To characterize the structure preservation, the color histogram comparison doesn’t provide sufficient information. For the 

results in Figure 9 the dynamics seems to be similar, but the textures obviously show different patterns. The comparison based 

 

Figure 9 – Volumetric results: each triplet contains in the middle the 2D sample, on the left the 3D texture obtained using NP_K approach and on the right the 

3D block obtained by using our proposed ML_H2b heuristic with the stochastic relaxation algorithm. 
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on the local orientations histograms in Figure 10 detects these differences, proving the NP_K incapacity (for 9a,b) or the 

ML_H2b incapacity (for 9i) to preserve the structure of the sample texture.   

From a computational cost point of view, the ML_H2b approach based on simulated annealing, needs long relaxation steps, 

estimating the LCPDF at each random draw. A high number of draws is required to provide smooth results. If one searches for a 

fast way to generate textures (not necessarily with the best result), the fixed-neighborhood search based approaches are of 

interest. For example, using a machine operating at 2.7 GHz to generate a 643 voxel volumetric texture from a 642 pixel color 

sample, using a 11×11 neighborhood, 3 scales, the time required by the ML_H2b relaxation has an order of almost 48 hours, 

while the NP_K based results are obtained in a few minutes. A future development requires the algorithm acceleration, attainable 

by algorithm parallelization. One other possible way is to accelerate the estimation of the LCPDF by using a small but sufficient 

proportion of the input data. This can be achieved for example by using a tree structured vector quantization technique [22] or by 

using a faster kernel density estimator as it was done for the 2D case in [36]. However, it should be noted that such acceleration, 

by its sub-optimal nature, may lead to losing the benefits of the stochastic relaxation algorithms (especially simulated annealing). 

VII. ABOUT 2D/3D INFERENCE 

 The solid texture should exhibit a plausible structure in accordance with the reality. Each of its 2D slices should be consistent 

with the 2D sample. Generating a volume from a 2D image is an under-constrained problem, with multiple solutions, not all of 

them equally possible. So, the algorithms must be adapted to the input image structure to be able to ‘invent’ (i.e. infer) detailed 

3D structure from a 2D image and to create qualitatively accurate and visually pleasing results. Depending on the texture 

 

Figure 10 – Different indicators of the objective comparison of the 3D textures obtained by synthesizing the sample textures (bottom row) with the ML_H2b 

and the NP_K approach: color histograms, autocorrelation coefficients and local orientations. The procedure consists in computing the Kullback-Leibler 

divergence between the histograms or the L2 norm between the autocorrelation coefficients of the input and the output texture. Local orientations are 

computed using the structure tensor (see [20,40] for details). Grey level autocorrelations are considered for 32×32 lags. 
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configuration (e.g. asymmetry, homogeneity, granularity etc.), the synthesis has to be constrained by two or three orthogonal 

views of the 3D block.  

 Disposing of only a single sample as source of synthesis, the same image is used to constrain the orthogonal views of the 

block, coercing the front view, side view or top view to match the sample. The number of constrained orthogonal views depends 

on the sample texture structure. For example, for the anisotropic textures in Figure 9c,l showing a lamellar organization, it is not 

possible to constrain three orthogonal views in the synthesis process by a unique 2D sample, as it does not provide enough 

accurate information to reproduce a plausible volume. For this type of textures it makes sense to constrain only two views, 

knowing that their underlying process consisted in layers stacked one above the other. Even when not disposing of the texture for 

the 3
rd

 view, and using a same texture as constraint for two views, the synthesis process does a good job, indirectly inferring the 

2D textural information at the 3D level, both for NP_K and ML_H2b.  

The textures in Figure 11 are susceptible to using two and three views, obtaining in both cases satisfying volumetric results in 

terms of resemblance between slices and the sample, while preserving a coherent 3D context. This is even better illustrated by 

the 3D rendering in Figure 12. Constraining two orthogonal views, the perceived patterns have an elongated tubular, cylinder 

shape. Instead, when using the same sample as constraint for three views, the patterns are bubble or cube shaped. Slicing the 

block in frontal, lateral and from atop, the obtained 2D textures look similar to the sample, the same remark being valid when 

 

Figure 12 – Volume rendering of the solid textures from Figure 11a3 (on the left) and 11a4 (on the right). 

 

Figure 11 – 3D blocks obtained by synthesizing the 2D samples (in a,b) by constraining 2 views (with NP_K in a1,b1 and with ML_H2b in a3,b3) or by 

constraining 3 views (NP_K in a2 and b2; ML_H2b in a4 and b4). 
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slicing frontally and laterally the block obtained by constraining only 2 views. 

Depending on the texture consistency and on the user’s demand, 3D information can be inferred from 2D observations, 

constraining two, three or even more views (if appropriate samples are available) leaving the inference discussion open for future 

considerations. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 We have developed a novel probabilistic non-parametric algorithm for the synthesis of volumetric textures using a single 2D 

sample. This algorithm is based on a MRF conceptualization, describing the interactions between pixel values in terms of the 

LCPDF i.e. the local conditional probability density function. Based on a 2D paradigm, our original 3D extension relies on 

giving a new description to the LCPDF of a site in 3D through 2D based heuristics. Notable remarks are made on how to use 

better the voxel temperature function involved by the synthesis deterministic relaxation process and how to adequately use the 

stochastic relaxation especially in the color texture case. As well, we propose different strategies for the scales handling policy. 

All these procedures have been materialized successfully on a set of significantly different textures, identifying the strengths and 

the weaknesses of the synthesis approaches. The quality of the results is highly encouraging, in terms of structure and dynamics, 

Moreover, when compared both visually and objectively with a fixed-neighborhood search based algorithm, the likelihood-

maximization approach proved to behave significantly better for a number of structured textures. Taking into consideration the 

increased computational load, the proposed approach may appear as interesting alternative to classical reference algorithms 

especially when looking to reproduce the texture structure as faithfully as possible. 
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